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Abstract:

When solving technical problems in computer graphics and visualization, we often have to tackle 
hard optimization problems that lead to a combinatorial explosion. A genetic algorithm is one of 
the well-known heuristic that allows us to search for satisfactory solutions to such hard problems,
by mimicing the process of natural evolution. I will talk about two optimization and search problems 
and how we can solve these problems by employing genetic-based approaches. The first problem 
is to find an optimal placement of annotation labels around the metro network, which enables the 
automatic generation of annotated metro maps. The second problem is to unfold a 3D polygonal 
object into a single-connected patch so that we can fully facilitate the manual construction of the 
corresponding papercraft models. Several examples will be also provided to demonstrate that 
genetic-based evolutional computation effectively search for plausible solutions even in a large
search space once we can successfully encode such solutions using genetic representations. 
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